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Polecenie: Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1. I like reading .................. books even though I often don't understand everything.
A intellectual

B unreliable

C innocent

2. Dennis is .................., so don't bother asking him to help you.
B unreliable

C astonishing

g.
pl

A skilful

3. I find Mark's knowledge of history to be quite ...................
A independent

B astonishing

C unreasonable

4. It's .................. to expect to get everything you want.
A unreasonable

B innocent

C bossy

A well-balanced

.a
n

5. The defendant was found guilty though he claimed he was ...................
B irritated

C innocent

6. Our manager gets great results but he's very ...................
B bossy

w
w

A bright

C eager

7. My brother is very .................. and always wears a suit and tie to work.
A conventional

B concerned

C realistic

8. You look very .................. today. What's on your mind?

w

A spiritual

B spontaneous

C thoughtful

9. John is so ................... He never does anything to surprise me.
A predictable

B thrilled

C mean

10. Why are you so .................. with your life? You seem to have it all.
A dishonest

B distressing
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1. A
2. B
3. B
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6. B
7. A
8. C
9. A
10. C

1. I like reading .................. books even though I often don't understand everything.
A intellectual

B unreliable

C innocent

A skilful

B unreliable
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2. Dennis is .................., so don't bother asking him to help you.

C astonishing

3. I find Mark's knowledge of history to be quite ...................
A independent

B astonishing

C unreasonable

4. It's .................. to expect to get everything you want.
B innocent

C bossy

.a
n

A unreasonable

5. The defendant was found guilty though he claimed he was ...................
A well-balanced

B irritated

C innocent

6. Our manager gets great results but he's very ...................
B bossy

w
w

A bright

C eager

7. My brother is very .................. and always wears a suit and tie to work.
A conventional

B concerned

C realistic

8. You look very .................. today. What's on your mind?

w

A spiritual

B spontaneous

C thoughtful

9. John is so ................... He never does anything to surprise me.
A predictable

B thrilled

C mean

10. Why are you so .................. with your life? You seem to have it all.
A dishonest

B distressing
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